Assignment of Ile, Leu, and Val methyl correlations in supra-molecular systems: an application to aspartate transcarbamoylase.
A number of complementary approaches for the assignment of Ile, Leu, and Val methyl groups in Methyl-TROSY spectra of supra-molecular protein complexes are presented and compared. This includes the transfer of assignments from smaller fragments to the complex using a "divide-and-conquer" approach, assignment transfer via exchange spectroscopy, or, alternatively, generating assignments of the complex through the measurement of pseudocontact shifts, facilitated by the introduction of paramagnetic probes. The methodology is applied to the assignment of the regulatory chains in the 300 kDa enzyme aspartate transcarbamoylase, ATCase. The "divide-and-conquer" method that has proven to be very powerful in applications to other systems produced assignments for approximately 60% of the observed methyl groups in TROSY maps of ATCase. By contrast, the combination of all approaches led to assignments for 86% of the methyls, providing a large number of probes of structure and dynamics. The derived assignments were used to interpret chemical shift changes of ATCase upon titration with the nucleotide ATP. Large shift changes in the N-terminal tails of the regulatory chain provide the first evidence for structural perturbations in a region that is known to play a critical role on the effect of nucleotide binding on distal catalytic sites of this allosteric enzyme.